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Introduction
Microfinance refers to the provision of financial services to poor households who are not
able to gain access to formal financial institutions. It is viewed as an important tool for
poverty reduction. The Rural Support Programmes (RSPs) aim to reduce poverty and
improve the quality of life of the rural poor by harnessing their potential to manage their
own development through their own institutions. As such, microfinance programmes are
an important component of the development package they advocate.
The rationale for provision of any sort of financial service lies in the fact that one of the key
barriers to an improved standard of living being faced by the poor, particularly women, is
the availability and access to capital. Capital can be availed through two major forms;
through mobilising savings and through accessing micro-credit. Saving is important for
any household but especially for the poorest households. Savings enable households to
mitigate any financial shocks by being able to smoothen their consumption over a period
of time. Keeping this in mind, most households do try and save. However it is the poorest
that suffer the most due to the fact that they are not able to save in an organised manner, nor
can they easily access credit. With most formal financial institutions offering services for a
clientele from a more economically stable background, the poorest are left to tend for
themselves either by borrowing from relatives or from loan sharks. The introduction of
microfinance institutions (MFIs) has resulted in the availability of various microfinance
products for those living just above the poverty line. Households living in remote and
rural areas of Pakistan still tend to find themselves cut off from most MFIs and therefore
are not able to avail microfinance services.
It is with this background that the Rural Support Programmes Network (RSPN) and the
Pakistan Microfinance Network (PMN) decided to hold the 2nd National Workshop on
Community Savings and Alternative Micro Credit for the Poorest. The basic objective of
the workshop was to highlight innovative models of both savings and micro credit
currently being implemented by organised communities in the country with the view of
their wider dissemination and replication by RSPs and others across the country. The
structure of the workshop was in the form of presentations followed by a question and
answer session, and an open discussion.
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Welcome Address – Shandana Khan, CEO RSPN
In her opening address to the workshop, Ms. Shandana Khan, Chief Executive Officer
RSPN, welcomed the participants and explained that the purpose of the workshop was to
exchange information on the practice of microfinance systems in the field. She gave a
background of how the Aga Khan Rural Support Programme (AKRSP) started its
microfinance operation, using the core principles of organisation of communities,
increasing their skills and inculcating a culture of savings in the groups. Micro Credit was
initiated later on the people's demand.
Ms. Khan went on to elaborate that after 20
years AKRSP realised that the community
organisations did a lot of savings, but these
funds were not utilised effectively for their own
development. Some Community
Organisations (COs) did internal lending but
apart from this the savings remained in
commercial banks. The National Rural Support
Programme (NRSP) and the Sarhad Rural
Support Programme (SRSP) were two RSPs
which tied micro loans to the amount of savings Ms. Khan, RSPN giving her Welcome Address
collected by the COs. However these RSPs have
also extended loans to members of COs who are very poor, without taking into account
their savings rate. It has been noticed that savings tended to increase in the COs where this
practice was followed. She added that after 26 years, it was clear in the RSPs that savings
rates are high where people can use their savings for their own needs. Thus if saving is
given as a loan to members for productive purposes, people are ready to save to access
such funds.
She said that Mr. Salim Jiwani of ShoreBank International had done extensive work and
visited various COs to study the different models of savings, and that he would present his
findings in the workshop. Ms. Khan elaborated that the findings from Mr. Jiwani's study
could help the participants of the workshop to decide what should be done in the future in
terms of establishing savings schemes. She also said that Ms. Aban Haq of the PMN would
give an overview of how microfinance was working in Pakistan, what schemes are
functioning, and how people are taking advantage of such opportunities. She further said
that the representatives of the community organisations would share their experiences of
how they are implementing innovative models of savings and credit. She specified that the
objective of the workshop was to learn from each other's experiences and talk about the
future in the field of community savings and micro lending.
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1. Session 1
1.1. Small Savings in Pakistan - Aban Haq, Research Analyst, PMN
Ms. Aban Haq, Research Analyst PMN made a detailed presentation on Small Savings in
Pakistan: Demand, Supply and Challenges. An overview of the savings scenario in
Pakistan was given, looking at the demand, supply, the gap between the two and the
challenges they face. The presentation stated why savings were important, both for an
institution and also for an individual. The
global microfinance sector was discussed with
reference to the relative importance of credit
and savings. Ms. Haq also talked about the
situation of savings in Pakistan, especially in
community groups supported by RSPs in the
last few years, and explained how the trend of
savings has increased. In the end the clients'
demand and availability of products in the
market was discussed, and the gap between the
kind of services in demand and those in supply
Ms. Haq, PMN Speaking at the Workshop
was highlighted. Ms. Haq also pointed to the
possible ways to bridge this gap.
Ms. Haq's presentation started by emphasising the importance of savings in a society like
Pakistan, where there is no welfare system to look after the poorest of society. She went on
to specify that there are two kinds of savings: formal, with banks and other financial
institutions; and in the informal sector. The benefits of saving with formal institutions are
that the money is secure and quality services are provided. A bank account can also be the
means of utilising other financial services such as loans, and transferring money. In
institutions that serve the poor, savings are very important. These are used as a stable pool
of money that can be lent out. Such institutions are generally very clear about the need to
mitigate credit risk.
The ratio of the clients who save is much higher than that of the clients who take loans. At
the same time, these institutions must be cognizant of the fact that their main objective is to
help the poor and provide them with facilities that they are unable to get from banks. So it is
essential to explore how to provide the poor with better services.
In the banking sector the number of depositors and saving accounts are less compared to
the population of the country. There is another school of thought that states that the poor
are too poor to save. But according to the studies even the poorest try to save as much as
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possible for different life situations that arise. A recent study showed that the most
important reasons, which they have to save for, were to start a business, fund medical care
during illness, build a house, marriage, educating children, and to fund funeral expenses.
The study showed that 94% respondents said they save in committees, through RSPs or at
home. Other informal ways of saving include purchase of livestock or farmland.
In Pakistan, only 8% people save their money in banks. Commercial banks have the largest
presence as they have more than 7,000 branches all over Pakistan. Their products and
services are also not suitable for small depositors, as most of them require a minimum
balance and they cannot be withdrawn without a penalty charge. Hence there is not such a
great interest in saving in banks. Most of the commercial banks offer deposit facilities in
the form of current or saving accounts. However, some interesting innovations exist in the
market as some banks have offered saving schemes that operate like the committee system.
There are also some innovative delivery channels for other financial services, for example
Tameer's Easy Paisa, and FMFB-Pak Post Partnership. The bigger NGOs in the
microfinance sector, Kashf and NRSP, have made their own banks, which give their clients
an opportunity to access a range of facilities and services, including different forms of
savings, credit, and insurance; and to move their money around.
The data on RSPs reveals that the number of savers and the volume of saving have been
increasing over the past four years, but not with the expected intensity. The volume of
savings is not increasing as fast as the number of borrowers. The bigger players in the
financial sector are the banks, but their outreach is mostly concentrated in cities and that
too in the affluent areas and localities. Most of our population is located in rural areas not in
cities, and the products and services provided by the formal banking sector do not meet the
requirements of the rural population. The banking sector requires a minimum balance,
and imposes other complicated terms and conditions which are not geared to meet the
needs of the poor client, even in urban areas. In the studies undertaken there are a large
number of people who want to have a bank account, have an affiliation with some
organisation to secure their savings, but they do not have the means or knowledge of
where to go.
In terms of the RSPs model, it is not clear whether these small savings can act as a funding
source to give out further loans. A smaller amount takes time to develop into a substantive
amount, which can be utilised and reinvested. Microfinance banks have to compete with
commercial banks and informal saving mechanisms, especially for large deposits, which
are vital for survival/existence. It is a big challenge to bring the client from the informal
sector into the formal sector. Innovation is needed to develop cost effective models. And
there are some regulatory restrictions - RSPs or MFIs cannot take a deposit from everyone
and the savings they have cannot be loaned to people and organisations. The rural market
also remains largely untapped, although there is evidence of large volumes of savings in
the rural areas.
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Ms. Haq concluded with the observation that economically active poor people can and do
save, but they demand services that are close by, and that do not require large opening
balances or other complicated guarantees. To provide these services while recovering
costs, institutions must employ innovative, low-cost delivery channels.
1.2. Cooperative Savings – Safina Habib, WO Laga, LSO Darosh Area Development
Program (DADP), Chitral
Qazi Fazal Ahmed, the Chairman of the LSO introduced the LSO and its organisational
structure. The LSO represents 64 men and women organisations and they have a
cumulative savings of Rs. 1.4 million.
Then Ms. Safina Habib presented their innovative savings scheme. She explained that the
reasons for starting cooperative savings scheme was that the women of Chitral are highly
skilled in production of local and traditional handicrafts, embroidery and carpet making,
but the sectors remained under developed due to their weak market linkages and absence
of women friendly financial services. So they decided to try to find a local solution to their
financial problems.
The idea of savings was introduced in the area by AKRSP and SRSP long ago. They
combined it with the Committee System, which was popular among male shopkeepers.
They developed clear rules and regulations but kept them simple. The eligibility criteria
are (a) be a member of a WO (b) poor but economically active and (c) be ready to abide by
rules and regulations. The objective of the scheme was to develop local financing
mechanisms for economically active women, craft producers and entrepreneurs, to meet
their immediate working capital needs.
The first committee was set up in December 2005 by 50 women from five WOs. Every
member saves an equal amount each month, which is given to one member through a
lottery-system. The member invests the loan amount into either a business or any other
income generating activity such as buying livestock. The member sets aside her savings
contribution from her business income and the rest is either re-invested into her business
or used to buy some other productive assets. As she starts to earn more income, it has been
found that the income is used on things such as education of children and on health care.
When the first committee was successfully completed, they decided to form two
committees according to the savings capacity of different members. The first committee
comprised of 50 members to save Rs. 200 per month. The second committee was formed by
25 women to save Rs. 1,000 per month. Till now, 75 women have benefited from the scheme
and an amount of Rs. 875,000 is in circulation.
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The lessons learnt from the programme are that the members of the committee must be
trustworthy and must be local residents and entrepreneurs. In addition to this, they must
maintain an accurate and complete record and that regular savings from business income
must be invested into purchasing productive physical assets.
Their future plan is to organise all the women in their LSO's area and to provide them with
financial services at their doorsteps through the Cooperative Savings scheme. Moreover
they want to facilitate productive development training to women members in order to
meet higher product standards and innovation.
1.3 Study of Savings Practices in COs and Women COs - Mr. Salim Jiwani, Head
Microfinance Practices, ShoreBank International
Mr. Salim Jiwani presented a study conducted by ShoreBank International for RSPN. The
objectives of the study were to:
• document the process of community savings,
• identify the main drivers of high or low level of savings,
• its current use,
• the contribution of the savings in the development process, and
• recommend to pilot test a few ideas for savings
A sample of 31 organisations, both COs and Women's Organisations (WOs) was picked
from across Pakistan according to a set criteria. The field visits were extended over a period
of two months.
Mr. Jiwani said that when AKRSP started its
operations, saving was an integral component
of its development model. The strategy for
capital formation was to insist that the
members save – a point that was emphasised
during weekly meetings of COs. Savings were
a pre-requisite to the awarding of a Productive
Physical Infrastructure (PPI) and people saved
more during the initial phase because it was
forced saving. The other RSPs, which came
later, followed the same strategy of social Mr. Jiwani, ShoreBank International presenting
the Results of his Study
mobilisation by focusing on savings as a key
component of their development model. But the
difference between them and AKRSP was that AKRSP initially had grants to award PPIs.
But the RSPs that followed did not have so many grants. So they had to have savings as a
pre-requisite to access credit and several other services. The second difference was that
RSPs started working in the semi-urban areas and so they formed organisations at the
Mohallah or neighbourhood level instead of the village level.
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Mr. Jiwani further elaborated that savings were found to be an extremely important tool
for social mobilisation and developing grassroots capacity. However, certain stagnation
exists and procedures for withdrawal of savings are cumbersome. None of the RSPs have
designed any specific savings products. He said that most COs were carrying out monthly
meetings, while the more active ones saved on a regular basis. The amount of new savings
deposits range from Rs. 10 to Rs. 100 in every meeting. The COs state that withdrawals are
allowed but in practice withdrawals are discouraged and temporary withdrawals are only
allowed in case of emergencies.
Mr. Jiwani categorised the drivers of savings as follows: (a) the operation should be lowcost, and the cost differential should be substantial when compared to formal sector
institutions; (b) if social mobilisation is strong, the organisations are strong and regular
habit of saving is inculcated in the people; (c) there is regular interaction and members are
willing to save; (d) there is unity and trust among members and record keeping is accurate
and transparent; (e) the committed and efficient office bearers are also a big contributing
factor in the high level of savings.
According to the study, the most prominent use of savings is internal lending; when
members in a CO start providing small loans to their members from the savings collected.
These members believe that by lending money, they apply their local knowledge in setting
the interest rate, and decide on the conditions of the repayment period. Members and
office bearers can easily maintain financial records because they are working in their local
environment. It also ensures cost efficiency and transparency in dealings. The money
circulates rapidly in the local setting as loans, so the flow of money and transaction is done
quickly instead of going to MFIs or banks where enough time is taken in filling forms and
other documentation. The terms and conditions of internal lending are relatively easy. The
numbers of purposes are varied and there is an extensive menu of loan utilisation. The
method of loan approval is such that all members attending the meeting have to approve
the loan purpose, amount and tenure through a resolution. In case of default the members
visit the residences of the defaulter and apply peer pressure to recover the loan.
The major advantages of Internal Lending are: (a) the menu of products or services is
extensive compared to what is provided by the RSPs; (b) loan processing is fast and
transparent; (c) maximum amount of loan ceiling and tenure is flexible according to the
members' need; (d) people who have religious reservations about taking interest are given
interest free loans.
The system of savings prevalent outside the COs is the committee system. A group of
individuals who may or may not be members of a CO agree to meet for a defined period in
order to save and borrow together. This type of group is locally called Committee and it
operates at Mohallah level. Generally they deal with only financial matters but some also
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deal with social services issues. Generally there are separate male and female committees
but in a few cases there have been mixed committees. All members contribute the same
amount at each meeting and each member takes the whole sum once in a rotation, every
month, generally through a lottery. All proceedings are transparent and fair; and as no
money is retained so no record is kept. The system is low operation. The funds are used for
small trading businesses, purchase of physical asset and social dispensation like
health/illness, and small income generating schemes like home-based businesses. There
are two types of risks that have come forward. One is that they are time bound, generally
one year and the second is the size of the loss is restricted to someone who takes funds early
and does not pay back. Members can decide how far they want to expand or restrict their
loss; this control is in their hands.
A prominent impact of savings is women's empowerment. The women COs were more
active than the male COs. They attended meetings and saved regularly. They showed a
certain pride in being members of their organisations, and even if they were not office
bearers, they gained confidence in making decisions and by meeting with each other they
exchanged ideas. In lots of places women felt that their male family members respected
them more since they were earning something and contributing to their respective
households.
The study recommended three pilot savings projects. The first pilot was a Committee
Savings scheme, where within the CO a Committee should be formed of 10 to 20 members,
with established criteria and rules. The Committees should be formed based on the
members' poverty score. At least two Committees should be tested so that variation can be
observed. Each member of the Committees must have an investment plan for asset
creation, otherwise it would just be a mechanism to bring in and take out money.
The second proposed pilot was a Matching Savings Scheme where the Committee System
is not feasible or the number of poorest is few and they cannot form a separate CO. The
beneficiary member prepares a micro investment plan with a RSP representative and
identifies a productive asset to purchase with the saving. The cost of the proposed asset is
divided equally between the beneficiary member and the RSP. The member starts regular
saving and deposits her/his savings with the CO. When the member deposits her/his
share of savings, the RSP deposits its share. The asset is then purchased in the presence of
the RSP representative and handed over to the beneficiary member.
The third proposed pilot is to pay a prize on an annual basis to the highest saver. The prize
should not be given in cash but in the form of a productive asset. There must be ground
rules and the scheme should be announced at the beginning of the year.
To supervise the pilot savings projects systematically, RSPN should form a formal
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committee with the relevant RSPs with clear objectives and roles and responsibilities. A
framework should be established so that the focus does not shift and the full protocol for
testing is observed. The relevant staff must be trained extensively and thoroughly. When
everything is in place the pilot testing should commence. Moreover process monitoring
and project review should take place regularly to address issues and incorporate
modifications. There has to be flexibility for modification.
1.4. Address by the Chief Guest - Mr. Sakib Sherani, Principal Economic Advisor to
Ministry of Finance, Government of Pakistan
Mr. Sakib Sherani started his speech by thanking RSPN and Ms. Shandana Khan for
inviting him to the workshop. He said that many people may wonder what the Ministry of
Finance had to do with community development; but both personally and institutionally
an involvement is desired. Some people especially the practitioners of microfinance may
already know that the Ministry of Finance and
the State Bank of Pakistan have worked on the
institutional framework of microfinance and
played an important role. His personal opinion
was that the approach was a very top down
approach and Islamabad-centric. He said that it
is necessary to bring proper awareness about
community development to every level of
government; not just restricting it to the federal
level but also in the provincial levels. The
nation is built from homes, Mohallas and
The Chief Guest addressing the Participants
communities; not just from ministries.
He said that the interaction that he had with the organised communities through RSPN
impressed him and he fully supported their work. He stated that he was grateful to the
community representatives from Darosh, Chitral, Mr. Salim Jiwani and Ms. Aban, as their
presentations were very educative. He emphasised that savings are very important for the
development of Pakistan. The challenges (commitment of members, transparency, record
keeping and honest and able leadership) as seen at the CO level are the same at national
and provincial levels. It was ironic that he was speaking on behalf of the Ministry of
Finance because usually governments have nothing to do with savings; their concern is
with expenditure, and this has to be changed. If one categorised savings in economic terms,
there are three departments: the government, households and the corporate sector.
Unfortunately in Pakistan the biggest dis-saver that puts the people's savings in its own
pocket is the government. So one has to change the mindset but unfortunately this has, so
far, not met with much success. It is a big challenge to find out how to upscale these
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successful models of savings so that they can play a role in the development effort of
Pakistan.
The other challenge, which was addressed to some extent by Mr. Salim Jiwani and his team
in their report, and which was felt throughout in relation to micro credit or in broader
commercial banking or national saving schemes, was that there is a missing link. There is
no outreach because one is not developing the products, which the individual or
community savers require. The three savings pilots suggested by Mr. Salim Jiwani and his
team would be of great benefit. He said that the inputs from this seminar would play a very
vital role in moving forward the cause of savings in the country.
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2. Session 2
2.1. Presentation on Community Savings - CO Dhabli Wala, Sialkot
Mr. Muhammad Aslam, the President of the CO stated that Dhabli Wala was located in
Sialkot region, District Narowal near the Indian border. Their CO was formed in June of
1999. They started with 16 members and now had 24. The first savings started with Rs.10
per member per month. Then with time the people's trust was gained and they increased
their savings. Now they save Rs. 600 per month in two instalments of Rs. 300; on a
fortnightly basis. After two years when the total savings reached Rs. 100,000, PRSP staff
suggested that it should be deposited into a bank account, but their members were
reluctant to do so as they were concerned about the bank charges and overheads. So they
decided to lend it out as loans to their own
members and thus they lent the entire amount
of Rs. 100,000. Initially the loan ceiling was
fixed at Rs. 10,000 but now it has been increased
to Rs. 70,000. At the moment, their total savings
are Rs. 950,800. By the end of August 2010, they
had disbursed a cumulative amount of Rs.
6,285,000 to 231 members. The internal loans
are approved, based on the need and
investment plan of their members. No interest
or service charge is taken on these loans.
Participants at the Workshop
However a fine is charged in case of late
repayment.
Several aspects of their saving schemes are unique, such as: (a) each member saves Rs. 600
per month in two instalments of Rs. 300. (b) They meet every fortnight and they have an
attendance record for their meetings. Anyone absent from these meetings is fined Rs.100.
(c) Any person who has not attended and stayed home because of some work has to save
double the amount that month i.e. Rs. 1,200. (d) If someone does not give the loan
instalment on time, the fine for the first 15 days is Rs. 200 and if they do not give it with the
next instalment, the fine goes up to Rs. 500. (e) Only those members who have 80%
attendance in the meetings at the end of the year can get a loan.
They also had started a scheme “BACHAT BARHAO NAAM BANAO” (increase your
savings and gain respect). According to this scheme the three top savers are awarded with
prizes in-kind such as a television set or a pedestal fan, at the end of each year.
The CO has separate registers for the savings of the members and the money collected from
the fines. The savings are given out as loans and the money collected from fines is spent on
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welfare and social activities. For example, every Ramadan the widows in the village are
given Rs. 2,000, an Iftar party is organised for their members and they also arrange outings
or tours for their members, which they enjoy a lot. Though their members belong to
different castes, religion, political parties and occupations, they have still developed
strong social bonds among themselves around the CO platform. Apart from savings and
internal lending, they had also rebuilt and renovated a girls' school in the village, lit the
streets with streetlights and modernised the sewerage system with the help of PRSP and
their own contribution.
Their own audit committee audits their accounts annually. They have also started a small
organisation consisting of 16 members called Al-Sufa, which helps villagers who have had
a sudden death or impending wedding that they cannot deal with single handily. AlSufa's help is not monetary; they provide the manpower required in such circumstances.
There is also an Umrah package where they give a Rs. 70,000 loan to any member or their
parents who want to perform Umrah. The loan has to be returned within a year. Mr. Aslam
said that organisation, trust and money (savings) had jointly created this magic for them,
and their members are both getting benefits and enjoyment out of it.
2.2.

Presentation on Village Banking – Women VO Gharibwal, Jhelum

Ms. Naseem Akhtar, Manager of women VO from District Jhelum, village Gharibwal
started with a brief introduction about her village and its location and population. Out of
531 households, 490 have been organised in 19 women and 2 men COs. Initially they faced
difficulties as women, stepping out of their homes and joining an organisation as it was
considered impossible in their area. However, based on the awareness provided by the
NRSP staff under the Village Development Project (VDP), an all women CO called
MASHAL was formed in October 2001. The members took an oath to spread awareness to
all the women in the village. Thus women organisations began to spread and now there are
19 women COs and only 2 male COs in their village. The savings in the female
organisations far exceed the savings of the male organisations.
In 2004 NRSP introduced the Village Bank
Programme, which was to provide a matching
fund from the VDP to COs for a revolving fund
equal to their own savings. To qualify for
Village Bank fund, the minimum savings
ceiling of the CO was Rs. 30,000. At that time
the CO savings were low and they could
therefore not qualify for the fund. So instead of
waiting for NRSP, five WCOs joined hands and
each deposited Rs. 10,000 from their savings

Workshop Participants
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into a collective pool of Rs. 50,000 and started their own Village Bank by the end of 2004. In
the meanwhile they increased their savings and later on availed VDP funds from NRSP. In
the first phase NRSP paid Rs. 50,000 to each CO and on the successful completion of the
first phase NRSP paid Rs. 100,000 to each of them at 15% service charge. They charge 20% to
their members. Each Village Bank has its own credit committee comprising of seven
members and they extend loans to all members of the Gharibwal village. The total
disbursement from these three Village Banks is Rs. 2,585,000 to 221 members. The majority
of these loans are invested in livestock, enterprise and agriculture.
Initially they were worried that if women used their savings, the return would not be
guaranteed, but they returned the loan on time. One woman took a loan of Rs. 500 and
opened a tailor shop. She managed to earn enough in 10 days to repay her loan. Another
woman bought a donkey cart with her loan, for her husband. Her family, which was very
poor, is now doing very well. Besides economic benefits, women gained respect in the
community as they were able to provide economic stability to their families. Village
banking has also ended the culture of collateral and security deposit for getting a loan.
Now people can get a loan without such restrictions. Due to the increased economic
activities, their savings have increased tremendously.
The social changes that took place because of social mobilisation and Village Banking are
as follows: (a) Health improved, as the VO created links with government and private
organisations and monthly health camps are now set up in their village. (b) Since women
have become organised, they are taken seriously. An example was cited of health workers
who told the villagers that they would have to go to the local Union Council hospital for
vaccinations, as they would no longer visit each village separately. This would have been
extremely inconvenient and so all the women got together and signed a petition. This
proved successful and the health workers returned to the villages and started providing
facilities in homes once again. (c) The behaviour and mentality of the women had also
changed and now instead of idle gossip, serious issues of development and further
investment with their savings are discussed among them. (d) Their village environment
improved tremendously as now they have cemented streets. (e) In the beginning, 90% of
the signatures were thumbprints, but now due to literacy centres 95% of women have
became literate. (f) Livestock used to die frequently, which was a great economic setback
for farmers; however due to vaccinations and timely treatment, the livestock mortality rate
has dropped to 5% from 25 %. (g) New trades like bookbinding were introduced in the
village.
2.3. Community Savings – Women CO Golden, LSO Danyore, Gilgit
Mr. Zafarullah Baig, Manager of LSO Danyore introduced himself and his region. He said
that by following the development principles of organisation, savings and skills
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development set out by AKRSP some 25 years ago, the people of Gilgit and Baltistan had
achieved great progress. He presented the profile of their LSO in which there were 2,600
households in their UC and around 95% of them were organised in the form of 19 VOs and
40 WOs. The LSO was formed in 2007 at which time, their total savings were Rs. 15.41
million which has now increased to Rs. 32.23 million (Rs. 21.67 million saved by women
and Rs. 10.56 million by men). The savings are generated fortnightly in meetings. A total
amount of Rs. 18.56 million had been internally lent to the members (Rs. 12.76 by WOs and
Rs. 6.8 million by VOs) while the rest is in Term Deposit Receipts (TDRs). Their agenda is
to become self-sufficient in financial capital and manage their activities through internal
lending in the future. Recently they have had a dialogue with the Agriculture
Development Bank and they hope to sign a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) next
month to get a loan at an interest rate of 8% to their members against their savings.
To address the financial needs of the poorest members, a Community Revolving Fund has
been started and which has been operational since the last three years with an initial capital
of Rs. one million. The mechanism is such that the WOs give their TDR as collateral and
then a loan is given to them on a very low interest rate for on-lending to the poorest
members. They have had a 100% recovery rate. A transparent audit system of VOs and
WOs has been started and to further improve the savings mechanism they will get
technical assistance from AKRSP and RSPN.
He ended with a request to the First MicroFinance Bank representatives that their interest
rate was 18% to 24% and that this was too high. In down country where there is a dense
population which means that multiple activities can be done, it might be feasible to earn
high profit. However in Gilgit, which is a hard area, it is difficult to repay such high rates of
interest; here, the single purpose of poverty reduction should be focused upon.
Ms. Sara Amin, Manager of WO Golden then presented their innovative savings scheme.
In 1994 the women of village Danyore organised themselves into a WO called Shining Star
to identify common problems and find solutions for them. They saved money and utilised
the savings through internal lending. They have 36 members who have managed to save
Rs. 2.7 million. They have been using their savings for internal lending and at the moment
an amount of Rs. 1.8 million has been lent out to its members. Around 50% of these loans
are invested in micro enterprises. There is a committee to approve and manage the internal
lending system. In the field of skills development, 26 women are master-trainers in
honeybee farming, poultry, livestock, book-keeping, fruit processing, vocational training
and Information Technology (IT).
Ms. Amin said that with the passage of time their priorities changed and they realised that
they should be saving money for the education of children particularly of girls, because
there was no loaning programme for higher education of children. Even their WO
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members refused to give loans for education. So in 2009 the interested women decided to
form another WO with the name of “Golden Women's Organisation” to save money for the
higher education of their children. Their objectives are to give loans to women exclusively
for educational purposes; support educational institutions at a small scale wherever
possible and cultivate a habit of saving in the new generation. The savings are utilised for
the support of children's tuition fees, marriage of poor members' children, treatment and
support for the establishment for micro-enterprises for deserving youth.
Within a year of its formation, six women received loans for the purpose of higher
education and repaid them in full including a low rate of interest to the management of the
WO. At the moment, they have 36 members and they have saved Rs. 250,000. The future
plan of the organisation is to meet the educational needs of needy women and to set up an
Early Childhood Development centre for young girls in their area and to find job
opportunities for educated women and youth.
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3.

Session 3

3.1. Presentation on UCBPRP and CIF - SRSO
Mr. Ghulam Rasool, of the Sindh Rural Support Organisation (SRSO), made a detailed
presentation on the Union Council Based Poverty Reduction Programme (UCBPRP) and
on the Community Investment Fund (CIF) activities. He said that CIF is neither a saving
nor a micro credit programme. However experience has proved that it is better than both of
them.
Mr. Rasool said that the Chief Minister of Sindh approved the UCBPRP model in 2008 for
the two districts of Shikarpur and Kandhkot where work started in February 2009. Their
targets were the extremely poor and the destitute families. He said that it was a
comprehensive package of poverty reduction, but the most prominent component was
CIF, which is meant to provide financial support to the poorest families. CIF has two
components; Micro Loans, which are paid to the productive poor families, and Income
Generating Grants (IGG), which are given to the destitute families.
Mr. Rasool said that CIF was a flexible product, which is provided to, and run by women of
extremely poor households exclusively. They also do internal lending with their own
savings. The women manage the CIF and carry out the record keeping and recovery
themselves. They assume all the responsibilities of running their VO and COs. The
procedure is as follows:
1. All poor families are identified through the Poverty Score Card system and they are
organised into COs with the help of trained Community Resource Persons (CRPs).
COs carry out meetings and savings on a regular basis
2. All COs of a village form their VO
3. CRPs assist the COs to develop Micro Investment Plans (MIPs) and CIF appraisals.
COs submit the MIPs and CIF appraisals to their VO
4. The VO verifies them and submits them to SRSO for funding
5. SRSO transfers the requested amount into the VO's bank account
6. The VO pays the loans to the CO members through cheques. The cheques are
distributed among the members in a CO meeting
7. A modest service charge is paid on each CIF loan. The rate of service charge is
decided by the VO in consultation with its member COs
8. The VO book-keeper is trained to keep the record of CIF. The book-keeper is paid a
modest honorarium for her/his services
9. The most common utilisation of CIF loans are for livestock, micro enterprise and
agriculture
10. The IGGs are paid primarily in order to purchase productive assets. The title of the
asset remains with the member.
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By the end of June 2010, SRSO had organised 177,393 households (98% of the targeted
households) into 10,242 women COs and 3,315 women VOs. Rs. 320 million was paid to
42,915 poor households in the form of CIF loans while Rs. 26.65 million was given out to
4,305 extremely poor households as IGGs. The results of CIF and IGG utilisation showed a
marked increase in the income and assets of the families. All these achievements were
made in less than fifteen months. This was made possible due to the social capital that
SRSO had build and with the full support of the Sindh Provincial Government and the
District Coordination Officers and the Departments.
Then Ms. Naseem, Manager of VO Mad Khosa, district Shikarpur presented the
achievements of their organisation. She said that they had inter-communal fighting with
their neighbouring villages; resulting in the fact that 80% of the population in her village
were women. She said that there were 203 households in the village and all of them have
organised into 11 WCOs. They had also formed their VO, which has equal members from
all COs. The women manage all 11 COs as well as the VO in her village. They had received
various training; such as CMST (22 women) CIF needs-identification (11 women) CIF
monitoring (two women) and book-keeping (two women).
Ms. Naseem said that a few months before, Mr. Shoaib Sultan Khan, Chairman RSPN
visited their village and on seeing the thumbprints instead of signatures in the registers, he
suggested that they should open a community school to educate the women with basic
literacy and numeracy. The women requested Ms. Naseem to open the school in her house
and now she provides basic education to 163 women. Encouraged by these developments,
they are now in the process of trying to resolve the feuds that exist between the villages.
3.2. Presentation on Microfinance and Community Based Savings Schemes –
Arsalan Kashfi, AJKRSP
Mr. Arsalan Kashfi, the representative from the Azad Jammu and Kashmir Rural Support
Programme (AJKRSP), introduced himself and his organisation stating that AJKRSP was
the youngest functioning RSP. He said that AJKRSP under IFAD's Community
Development Programme started a poverty reduction scheme in July 2007 by encouraging
communities to use their own savings for providing credit to other needy community
members.
Under this scheme a CO could access a reimbursable matching fund of a minimum of Rs.
40,000 and a maximum of Rs. 120,000. The CO would have to accumulate a minimum
savings level of Rs. 20,000 up to maximum savings of Rs. 60,000 and place them in a bank
account. The saving is matched at a ratio of 1:2. The matching funds plus the savings are
utilised to establish a “Community Credit Pool” (CCP) for provision of credit to individual
members of the CO.
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The COs could graduate to Tier 2 once they show their maturity through the accumulation
of a higher savings portfolio than their Credit Revolving Fund (CRF). The graduates from
Tier 1 would need to have a combined savings and credit portfolio amounting to a
minimum of Rs. 120,000. The CO would surrender a certain amount of its savings to the
cluster, which is utilised as collateral. The amount ceded could be taken from the CO's
reserve account and would be agreed upon by the members of the cluster which would
comprise of members from the individual COs. The cluster would utilise the combined
savings and credit portfolios of the member COs as the basis for accessing a matching fund
from the programme up to a maximum of Rs. 240,000 per member CO at a ratio of 1:1. By
July 2010, 368 COs had achieved matching funds. They had provided micro loans of Rs.
77.3 million to 3,752 members.
The successful implementation of the Matching Fund model through organised
communities is attracting other investors. AJKRSP and the Bank of Azad Jammu &
Kashmir (BoAJK) have recently agreed to develop a long term partnership for the overall
goal of providing financial services to the un-served population of AJK through the
platform of COs, VOs and LSOs fostered by AJKRSP and its partners. The long term
objective of the partnership is to link the community institutions with BoAJK so that they
access financial services directly from the bank while the short term objective is to develop
some processes to achieve the long term objective.
Next Rukhsana Begum, an activist of CO Mohalla Qazi presented their experiences in the
Matching Fund scheme. Their CO was formed in 2001. She shared her personal experience
of humiliation at the hands of one of her wealthy relatives when she borrowed some
money to pay the educational expenses of her children before the formation of the CO. The
CO taught the women of her area to save regularly and obtain credit on modest terms. The
system of matching funds has helped them start a loaning system of their own. She said
that they give out loans for business purposes only and that currently 15 women had
received loans. The system of matching grants is helpful in terms of timely recovery of
loans. Ms. Rukhsana said that so far it has proven to be extremely successful and beneficial
to their members.
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Session 4
Question and Answer Session
The next session consisted of a question and answer session in order to clarify any queries
that the participants might have. All the presenters were requested to sit at the head table.
The workshop participants were requested to introduce themselves first and then ask
specific questions to the specific presenters except in the case of a general question which
could be put across to the entire panel.
Q1. Mr. Mohsin Khan, Institute of Management Sciences Peshawar
The topic is micro credit for the poorest, and everyone stated what they were doing but no
innovative methods on how to increase microfinance or new products, were discussed.
There are around 1.9 million micro credit borrowers, which are not increasing, with a rate
of 40 to 50 million of the poorest in the entire population of the country. What is the reason
that scaling-up is not taking place? Keeping this in mind his institute has incorporated a
section of microfinance specialisation in their MBA programme in Banking and Finance.
But the number of students in this class is very low as they do not see any growth in the
sector. Sitting in this workshop one can see that there is a lot of good work being done and
there are possibilities for growth but it is not visible. So if anyone would like to comment on
that.
ANSWER:
Ms. Aban Haq, PMN
If one sees the entire sector there was not much growth previously but since the last two to
three years there has been significant growth. In fact the Pakistani sector was the fastest
growing sector worldwide. In the last 18 months the growth has stalled. There are different
reasons for this and one reason is a recessional atmosphere, not only in Pakistan but
globally, and because of the financial crisis, the mainstream financial sector of Pakistan has
been affected. And some institutions face the issue of access to liquidity; they take loans to
give out to the communities, so if there is a crunch in their credit lines then their onward
funding will slow down. Another reason is that there is a natural cycle; the sector was
growing rapidly and because of this some issues arose, e.g. in Punjab some issues arose
during recoveries. Some institutions deliberately slowed their growth and went into
consolidation phase. In the last quarters, we can once again see a pick in the growth; the
institutions that were in consolidation have again gone into growth phase. But our own
forecast is that the growth will not be like in the last phase which was three to four years
ago. It will be a more stable growth path. The models presented here are at a very small
scale and whether there is potential to upscale them is debatable as their strength lies in
their existing community. The ultimate goal should be to link them with the mainstream
financial sectors.
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Mr. Salim Jiwani, Head Microfinance Practices, ShoreBank International
From the information gathered from the field, they have seen that isolated experiments are
going on. The models seen are not organised and they are not documented. It is said that
the committee system is wide spread but the figures reported are only of a few
organisations. Outside these organisations the committee system exists on a large scale but
undocumented. So the growth is definitely in the grassroots level institutions, and if one
wants to see the real growth then the grassroots level institutions must be strengthened.
Why? Because they are local initiatives, the transaction cost is quite low and the trust of
people exists. The bigger the model and the more it is spread, the chance of default
increases. If one wants to see real growth in the future, one should strengthen these
grassroots level institutions and their financing and capacity building should be done.
Dr. Ghulam Rasool, Team Leader UCBPRP SRSO
The future of CIFs in Pakistan is bright if the model is piloted in an organised way. Before
this it was done in a haphazard way. For the first time, the government is involved (after a
successful CIF model from Andhra Pradesh, India) in Sindh.
Q2. A participant:
With reference to Balochistan, first of all no one represented Balochistan in the workshop.
Second according to the Quarterly Social Mobilisation Outreach of the RSPs, District
Kharan has been mentioned as the second in the list of top ten districts with highest
increase in organised households. As I belong to this district I would like to know the
source of the data and its accuracy. She said that Kharan is in the Baloch belt which has
become a no-go area for non-Baloch people these days, so she wondered who was doing
social mobilisation there.
Answer:
Dr. Shahnawaz, Manager HRD/Social Mobilisation, Balochistan Rural Support
Programme (BRSP)
It was rightly pointed that there was no presentation from Balochistan and the main reason
for this was that in their initial phase they had done a lot of micro credit in Balochistan but
currently there was no innovative model in saving or micro credit in Balochistan due to a
multiple reasons.
Regarding the second question he said that Kharan, Khuzdar and Jalmagsi are the districts
where BRSP expanded its social mobilisation programme in 2008 and currently the
household coverage in COs in Kharan is above 70%. He said that BRSP has no problems in
the area and he himself (a Pakhtun) was in Kharan a day before he came to the workshop
and he met the LSOs, VOs and COs in far flung villages. In the last two years a lot of work
has been done on social mobilisation in these districts.
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Q3. Ms. Tabinda Jaffery, ASASA Lahore
She first congratulated RSPN on organising the workshop on savings. She said that in such
workshops we normally present and discuss innovative models but we seldom talk about
promoting and scaling up them. She felt that the time had come to take the successful
models of savings to scale.
She agreed with Mr. Salim Jiwani that documentation is necessary. It took two months to
produce such a fine paper, so efforts should also be made to document all other models
presented in the workshop.
Answer:
Mr. Mohammad Ali Azizi, Specialist Social Mobilisation RSPN
The real purpose of the workshop was to scale up successful innovative models of
microfinance products. That was why instead of discussing and debating theoretical
discourses, practical examples of innovative models from across the county have been
presented in the workshop, so that experts in government, banking sector, MFIs and RSPs
take notice of them and adopt the most suitable ones in their programmes.
Q3. Ms. Shazia Hasan, Islamic University Pakistan
She said that a large population is migrating to towns and live in urban slums. We need a
special savings model for them. She suggested that in the Third National Workshop
savings models for the urban slums should be discussed and debated.
Answer.
Mr. Salim Jiwani, Head Microfinance Practices, ShoreBank International
He said that savings occurred in institutional models; as a result people developed a habit
of saving. The products of the MFIs in the urban areas or slums was only credit driven;
there were no composite models and so people were not interested in saving. In order to
inculcate the habit of saving in people they must bring about a change in their models and
start with compulsory savings initially and then liberate them. Then there is a lot of scope
for an independent savings programme.
Dr. Ghulam Rasool, Team Leader UCBPRP SRSO
Committee system is prevalent more in urban areas as compared to rural areas, because in
the committees or savings systems in rural areas the data is not available. The financial
systems are mature and more established in urban areas.
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Representative from AJKRSP
I would like to add something about the issue of outreach and scaling-up of financial
products. From the perspective of poverty, 70% of our population is rural and a majority of
them are poor. So our main focus should be on rural areas. In urban areas there is no issue
of outreach as a number of MFIs provide services here. In rural areas the outreach is still
very low due to cost issues and lack of focus.
Q4. A participant:
Her Request:
She stated that donors were available but clients needed help as a lot of mistakes had
occurred in all four provinces. The RSPs needed guidance whether they were CIF, related
to internal lending or micro credit. RSPN should hold a seminar to find suitable strategies
for the clients.
Ms. Aban Haq, PMN
PMN conducted a workshop last Monday on the Floods and on this issue. The report is
ready and any one interested should give their email and the report will be shared with
them.
Q5. A gentleman in the audience made a comment on interest and why it should be part of
the saving schemes when they were getting substantial earnings. He particularly
mentioned LSO Danyore, Gilgit.
Answers:
Mr. Muhammad Aslam, CO Dhabli Wala
About taking interest on a loan, he said that their organisation does not take interest on
loans. They have a separate fund collected from different sources to meet their expenses.
Mr. Zafarullah Baig, LSO Danyore
You can have an interest free society only when the Government of Pakistan adopts an
interest free economic system. So the issue is not about interest but high and low interest. If
the interest rate is kept modest and poor people can earn a profit after paying the interest
and the principal, then interest based loaning should not be a problem.
Mr.Salim Jiwani, Head Microfinance Practices, ShoreBank International
Outside the CO platform there are committee systems, which are not documented. RSPs'
reports do not cover them. If those numbers were included they would change the
standings of the reports. Committee system has no element of interest. So the Committee
system could be further strengthened by giving them training, to reduce their risk factors.
Dr. Ghulam Rasool, Team Leader UCBPRP SRSO
In internal lending people themselves decide whether they want to take service charge or
not, and the rate of service charge. CIF is given interest free by SRSO, but people take some
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service charge to meet the operational cost of CIF. I have seen two villages where CIF is
going on in which the people have fixed service charge based on the actual expenses of
record keeping etc. On the other hand there are other villages that do not have a fixed rate
of service charge but they take loan fees in advance, and the loan fee rate is much higher
than the fixed term service charge.
Ms. Naseem Akhtar, VO Gharibwal
Related to the question of why take interest, she said that if they do not charge interest on
VO banking loans where their own savings is also involved, then the savings will not
increase because people will lose their interest in savings. Only countries with high
savings and money have economic progress. But without interest we will not be able to
increase our savings and the country will not prosper.
Q6. Mr. Jahanzeb, Daman
His question:
There is a need to clarify the difference between interest and service charges, as the
member from Dhabliwala mentioned that they operate without interest and they have a
separate fund for services collected from fines. So if you are taking fines from clients how
do you assure that he is not in any problem because of this; is his reason not genuine
enough for him to forgo paying the fine? The source he uses to provide money to pay his
fine may be putting a huge burden on him. How do you avoid all this?
Answer.
Mr. Muhammad Aslam, CO Dhabli Wala
If there is some genuine reason that the client cannot pay the loan on time, then there are
instances where the fine has been wavered. But if it is made a general practice then people
take undue advantage of it. Members are all given loans to establish businesses so they all
have a steady income source. All the members are from the same village so everyone
knows their shortcomings.
Mr.Salim Jiwani, Head Microfinance Practices, ShoreBank International
We have seen that the model in Dhabliwala is a very interesting one. They give loans to all
the members equally. Everyone has to take a loan and an equal amount so there is no profit
or loss. The lending/ saving is done within the vicinity. The models on grassroots level
function like this are successful because they are all residents and no one has to run after
others asking for repayment. Everybody feels responsible enough to take a loan and return
it on time.
Q7.Mr.Muhammad Rashid, Khushali Bank
His question:
He said that he had an answer and a question. The answer is about the question of interest.
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He said that Islamic micro finance models are available globally which need to be
explored. HSBC started work on that. His question was that since he was affiliated with
Khushali Bank, which is a financial institution, there was a desire to create and establish a
link between the formal banking sector and the informal savings system. The figures
quoted showed that 8% savings are with banks and 92% are with people in informal
systems. How can one channelise this and how can a financial institution, create a link and
support this?
Answer:
Mr.Salim Jiwani, Head Microfinance Practices, ShoreBank International
The word savings cannot be used for banks because they are not savings; they are deposits.
Financing takes place, which includes loans, which are shown in deposit accounts, so they
are not savings all together, as we perceive savings to be, they are all deposits. So the
quantum of actual savings may be lesser
Q7. Mr. Asad Zia
His question:
He suggested that different loan institutions should be certified and allowed to function.
He had evaluated many non-profit micro credit institutions and felt savings were
deteriorating day by day even in the RSPs. The concept of saving is finished as a habit of
off-setting the loan has been inculcated in the people. Secondly they were talking about the
interest rate that most of the institutions are charging. There are some models like
AKHUWAT that are charging 6%. ASDF is functioning purely on the Islamic concept of
taking things as collateral and then returning them.
Answer
Mr.Salim Jiwani, Head Microfinance Practices, ShoreBank International
There are at least three microfinance models now in Pakistan that are doing Islamic
financing. They are AKHUWAT, CWCD and ASASA. I think Islamic Relief is working on a
pure Islamic financing model. These models are all at a very low scale and a lot of them are
still in experimental stages. They have plans for expansion and some of them are big. They
are preparing their systems. To the question that AKHUWAT charges 6% interest, every
institution has their individual cost so one cannot say that institutions at grassroots level
and at national level should have the same cost structure. So far in the last 15 to 20 years no
such model was seen that matured to the extent that it scaled-up and could make a large
client base.
Q8. Ms. Rukhsana Rashid, Development Consultant
Her question:
She said that FARZ Foundation in Lahore is also doing Islamic Finance.
Her question was for the representative from SRSO. There is a land distribution
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programme in Sindh particularly for women. Phase 1 and Phase 2 have been launched
before the floods. She wanted to know what his opinion was about this and whether it was
a genuine scheme, and what impact the floods had on it.
Answer
Dr. Ghulam Rasool, Team Leader UCBPRP SRSO
The scheme is run by the Sindh government. They have set up their methods and criteria,
depending on availability of land and deserving people. The Sindh government had taken
the support of RSPs in distribution of seeds, fertilizer and cash to the land owners. So their
job was to support the people who had received the land. It was a successful programme.
But there were a few problems, as some of the land, which was on government records, did
not exist on the ground. In more than 50% cases people had received the land and started
cultivating it. After the flood the districts on the right side of river Indus had been badly
affected. The people who had received land can cultivate it again with the support of the
government or non-government organisations.

Concluding Remarks: Mr. Nazar Memon, Member Board of Directors,
RSPN
After the last presentation, Mr. Nazar Memon concluded the workshop by saying that he
had heard so many things about savings but the bottom line was that saving was not that
easy. He said that he was a Memon and they always say that there is Barkat (blessings) in
savings. Referring to the speech of the Chief Guest he said that the government
representative had stated that the people save but the government eats up the savings. He
hoped that the reform in government sectors would also be possible through the bottom
up approach of RSPs.
He said that the gist he got from the seminar is that there are savings and that small scale
schemes to encourage and promote savings are happening but now one has to consolidate
them and institutionalise all the models presented. It is a big challenge for RSPN. RSPN
should immediately consolidate the findings of the workshop and formulate a plan on
how to institutionalise and mainstream the successful models in the formal financial
system.
Some of the things he heard today and read in the documents proved that if one is doing a
woman-focused programme the savings ratio is more substantive. The example of SRSO is
there. At the same time he also felt that in NRSP, which is the biggest RSP, there are only
14% savings of women. So as an “elder brother” they will have to refocus on women. He
said he was specifically speaking about women and he did not want to say that he was
gender sensitive, but it is a truth that a woman is honest. She has to run a household and her
children are dear to her.
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Mr. Salim Jiwani had presented a very good paper, but the study samples were mostly
from the North, very few from the South. There is a vast difference between North and
South. So he would recommend to carry out another study focused on the South.
He would have liked to have another session of this workshop, which would consolidate
everything presented in this workshop. This would have made things easier in the future,
as this is all collective wisdom. There had been lots of wonderful examples from women
organisations and he was very happy to see that this movement had started. He said that
Shoaib Sultan Sahib had put him in Sukkur as Chief Executive Officer of SRSO for three
years. He had gone to Andhra Pradesh with Mr. Shoaib Sultan Khan and he was proud to
say that Mr. Shoaib had developed something in India, which changed the life of the
people of that region. All the CEOs of RSPs got together and thought about implementing
the Andhra model in Pakistan. SRSO took the lead and his last action during that job was to
introduce CIF.
Another thing that he wanted to draw everyone's attention to was that traditionally when
one talks about woman empowerment one turns around and around and comes back to
the same old example of providing them with sewing machines. Two to three models were
presented today which gave women 8 to 10 more skills to work on. This is real
empowerment and diversified ways of earning money.
Savings, investment, economics all these things exist and we waste our time on arguments
and discussions which are non beneficial. Call it service charge; call it non-profit banking,
whatever you call it the final point is you have to inculcate the habit of saving. Pakistan's
slow progress has two reasons, our savings rate and tax payments are very low and the few
savings that take place are kept in banks under the name of deposits. So this was a vicious
circle that we were stuck in as a nation and he did not know who would break this circle.
He concluded by thanking RSPN, and since he was a member of the board of RSPN he
suggested that they should have a brief brain storming session to consolidate the findings
of this workshop.
Ms. Aban Haq thanked everyone for attending and participating in the workshop. She said
that she had a few points to make at the end but after Mr. Memon's speech she felt she did
not need to say anything. She hoped that the ideas presented would be beneficial.
The workshop ended with a note of thanks by Mr. Mohammad Ali Azizi. He thanked the
presenters and the participants of the workshop for their invaluable input to make the
workshop a successful and fruitful event. He also thanked the organisers of the workshop
for their hard work and commitment to organise and manage the workshop smoothly and
efficiently.
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Annexure
Small Savings in Pakistan - PMN
Presentation Outline
• Why do savings matter?
• Mapping global and national data on savings
– Global scenario
– Savings in Pakistan
– Savings in the microfinance sector, especially RSPs

Small Savings in Pakistan:

• Supply-demand gap

Demand, Supply & Challenges
28 September 2010
RSPN Workshop, Islamabad

• Challenges & Opportunities

Significance of Savings in Microfinance Sector:
Global

Why do savings matter?
CLIENTS

INSTITUTIONS

• In absence of safety nets,
act as an economic buffer
• Meet lifecycle needs
• Formal mechanisms
provide:

•
•
•
•

– Security & Reliability
– Quality
– Access to other financial
services

– What do the clients want
– What is available

Stable funding source
Mitigate credit risk
Expand client base
Reduce drop out rates of
credit clients
• Financial service needed by
clients
Source: The MIX

Do Pakistanis Save?
PERCEPTION:
?
Consumption oriented society
?
Small number of depositors
?
Poor are “too poor” to save

EVIDENCE:
• Poor need to save – to meet
emergency, life -cycle needs and
build assets
• Poor do save – 94% study
respondents said they save in
committees (ROSCAs) or at home;
A2FS shows 56% of adult
Pakistanis save formally or
informally
Source: Mobilizing Savings from the Urban Poor in Pakistan: An Initial Inquiry (2008); Shorebank International

Client Preferences: Product Attributes
Clients use diversified savings mechanisms to meet predictable n eeds requiring
large lump sums vs. emergencies and predictable events requirin g small lump
sums

Predictable; Large Lump
Sums
•
•
•
•

Timely receipt of lump sum
Security
Forced Savings
Liquidity in case an
emergency occurs

Emergencies; Small Lump Sums
• Liquidity
• Low transaction costs

Source: Mobilizing Savings from the Urban Poor in Pakistan: An Initial Inquiry (2008); Shorebank International
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Popular Savings Products – Formal and Informal

Current Landscape of Savings in Pakistan
Value of Savings

• Saving at home is the most widely practiced across all segments!
• The top 4 means of saving across Pakistan are all informal.
• Only 8% of those who save, do so with a bank
• Committees are an urban phenomenon with nearly equal popularity among
men and women
Total

Urban

Rural

Male

Female

Keep it at home

59%

58%

59%

49%

68%

Investment in cattle or livestock

36%

7%

53%

43%

29%

Committees

23%

38%

14%

22%

24%

Investment in farm land

14%

5%

19%

21%

6%

Have investment of savings account with a bank

8%

9%

7%

12%

3%

Give to friend/family member for safe keeping

6%

6%

7%

9%

4%

Improving your home

5%

6%

4%

5%

4%

Prize Bonds

2%

5%

0%

3%

1%

Investment in a plot or vacant land

2%

2%

2%

2%

1%

Govt. saving certificate (National, Defence, Behbud, Regular)

1%

1%

1%

2%

0%

Buying or making goods to sell in a small business

1%

2%

0%

2%

0%

Rs. 1,653 B

Rs. 4,353 B

Pak Post & CDNS
Commercial Banks
Rs. 9.5 B

Microfinance Sector

Rs. 8.1 B

Source: Access to Finance Survey (2009)

Current Landscape of Savings in Pakistan

25.2 M
7.1 M
2.9 M

Commercial Banks

Microfinance Sector

2.2 M
0.7 M

MFIs of which nearly 100% is accounted for by RSPs

Commercial Banks

Number of Savers/ Deposit Accounts

Pak Post & CDNS

MFBs

Rs. 1.4 B

• Largest footprint
• Competition intensifying
BUT..
• A largely urban branch network
• (In)appropriate Products for small
depositor
• Small deposits – no interest or
incentives so far
•Regulations practically not very
effective

MFIs of which 94% are accounted for by RSPs

MFBs

Microfinance Sector

Rural Support Programmes
PRODUCTS
• Compulsory &
Voluntary Savings
• Types of Deposit
Products:
– Current A/c
– Savings A/c
INNOVATIONS
• Delivery Channels
– Tameer’s easypaisa
– FMFB – Pak Post
partnership
• Transformation
– Kashf
– NRSP

Savings in the RSPs
• Savings of the
poorest
• Mostly begin as a
pre-requisite for
credit
• Some COs have built
significant financial
capital over time
• Value in the social
capital created
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Supply – Demand Gap in Saving Services

Challenges & Opportunities
• Challenges
–
–
–
–

SUPPLY

Small savings as a funding source?
Competing with CBs and informal saving mechanisms
Cost effective models
Regulatory restrictions

• Opportunities
DEMAND

– Savers > borrowers
– Rural markets remain untapped; evidence of large
volumes of savings
– Stability of small deposits
– Partnerships

To conclude..
Economically active poor people can and do save
but they demand services that are close by and
that do not require large opening balances or
regular deposits. To provide these services while
recovering costs, institutions must employ
innovative, low-cost delivery channels.

THANK YOU
www.microfinanceconnect.info
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Cooperative Savings – WO Laga,
LSO Darosh Area Development Program (DADP), Chitral
Organizational Structure
Community
VO

WO

CSOs

General Body
Board of Directors

DAPAP
Drosh Area Development
Programme

Chairman
Manager DADP

SO 3

?
Governance

Structure:

?
General Body:

148 members from 64 grass root level
organizations, they form General Body of DADP

?
Board of Directors
?
Board Level

Accountant

Engineer 2

Supervisors 3

Office Asstt 2

Organizations

Membership

Savings

Women Organizations

22

513,502

Village Organizations

32

621,856

Village Based Institutions

3

15,990

Civil Society Organizations

12

310.956

Total

72

1,462,304

- 13 members

Committees

?
Human Resource Committee – 4 members
?
Finance Committee – 3 members
?
Monitoring & Evaluation Committee – 3 members
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Study of Savings Practices in COs and Women COs - ShoreBank International
Agenda
?
Background and Objectives
?
RSPs Visited
?
Process of building community savings
?
Characteristics of savings in COs

A Study of Savings Practices in COs and WOs
2nd

A Presentation to:
Workshop on Community Savings and Alternative Micro
Credit for the Poorest
September 28, 2010
Salim Jiwani

?
Drivers of Savings in COs
?
Current use of savings – Internal lending
?
Savings outside COs–Committee system
?
Contribution of savings
• Women empowerment
• Record Keeping
• Office Bearers

?
Ideas for Pilot Testing
?
Impressions from the field

Background and Objectives

RSPs Visited
AKRSP

?
RSPN contracted SBI-P to undertake a study on
savings practices prevalent in selected RSPs’
fostered COs and WOs.

SRSP
NRSP

?
The objectives of the study was to:

PRSP

• document the process of community savings,
• identify the main drivers of high or low level of savings
• its current use,
• the contribution of the savings in the development
process, and
• recommend to pilot test a few ideas for savings

TRDP

Process of Building Community Savings

Process of Building Community Savings

?
AKRSP’s Perspectives:

?
Other RSPs’ Perspectives:

• When AKRSP started its operations, savings was the
only component of its model, based on the premise that
social capital, human capital development and financial
capital formation constituted key elements for rural
development.

• All the other RSPs followed the same strategy of social
mobilization by focussing on savings as a key
component of their development model

• Its strategy for capital formation was to insist that the
members save during their weekly meetings.

• However, the pre-requisite of awarding a PPI grant was
not followed. Most of the RSPs had to do savings as a
pre-requisite to access credit and several other
services.

• Savings were a pre-requisite to the awarding of a PPI a fact that accounted for the high savings growth during
the PPI work.

• The other RSPs started working in the semi-urban
areas and as such they formed organizations at the
mohallah level instead of the village level.
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Process of Building Community Savings
?
Findings:
• Savings in context of RSPs is an extremely important
tool for social intermediation and developing the grass
roots capacity.
• Some development practitioners argue: AKRSP placed
a lot of emphasis on savings as a tool for social
cohesion. It should have considered developing a
savings strategy that graduated from savings as a
means of empowerment to a demand-driven financial
service approach

Characteristics of Savings in COs
Frequency of meetings

Monthly with some variations

Regularity of meetings

Those who are active hold regular meetings. Inactive
COs don’t hold regular meeting and don’t save

Amount of savings

According to the individual capacity. Saves from Rs.
10 to 100 in every meeting

Collection of savings

Collected in CO meetings.

Withdrawal of savings

Withdrawals are generally allowed. In some COs, due
to fear withdrawals are discouraged.
Temporary withdrawal is allowed mainly in case of
emergencies, while permanent withdrawal is allowed
mainly for health and business purposes

Sources of savings

• None of the RSPs ever designed any specific savings
product like a formal deposit taking institution does.

Drivers of Savings in COs
?
The savings programme entail low transactions cost
?
Provides first opportunity to save with the formal sector
?
Savings are placed in bank accounts to which the CO office bearers
are co-signatory.
?
For a typical saver safe custody and accessibility of money in one
form or another is good enough reason to save
Drivers of High Level of Savings

Drivers for Low Level of Savings

Strong social mobilization

Weak social mobilization efforts

Regular attendance at CO meetings

Meeting are irregular and inactive members

Regular savings in monthly meetings

Low awareness and understanding of savings

Willingness of members to save and save in
small amount

COs were mobilized to obtain short-term
benefits

Unity and Trust among members and office
bearers

Loan defaults and savings forfeited

Accurate and transparent record keeping

Members have capacity to save but do not save

Committed office bearers

Lack of income opportunities in their area

Efficient use of local resources

Major Terms and Conditions of Internal Lending
Purposes

Loan approval

•Consumption
•Business
•Small trading
•Education
•Health
•Marriages
•Illness
•Emergencies
•Livestock
•Handicrafts
•Small income generating schemes
•House building and repairing.
This is much broader portfolio of activities than
offered by RSPs
All members attending the meeting have to approve
the loan purpose, amount and tenure through a
resolution.

Income earned from:
•Handicrafts
•Eggs
•Chicken
•Internal lending
•Small trading activities
•Daily wages

Current use of Savings in COs – Internal Lending
?
Internal lending occurs when members in a CO start
providing small loans to their members from the savings
collected.
?
These members believe that by lending money, they
apply their local knowledge in setting the interest rate,
decide on loan instalment amount and repayment
period.
?
This process increases the capacity of the members to
maintain financial records, ensure cost efficiency and
transparency in dealing with the members while
accommodating their needs.
?
The money circulates rapidly in the local setting as loans
are disbursed quickly and are repaid on time .

Major Terms and Conditions of Internal Lending
Amount of
The access of loan is restricted to the savings available.
lending and loan Typically, loan size ranges from Rs. 5,000 to Rs. 25,000
sizes
Loan tenure

In most cases, the tenure of loan is less than one year

Profit

Generally, 10% per annum of the loan amount. In few
cases no profit is charged.

Profit
distribution

In equal proportion to the amount of savings lent

Record Keeping

Separate records are kept

Default
management

CO members visit the residences of the defaulter and
apply peer pressure to recover the loan.
In extreme case, loans are also written off
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Major Advantages of Internal Lending

Savings outside the COs – Committee System

?
RSPs do not offer any loan for social or nonproductive purposes. However, members need
credit for such activities like marriage, illness and
emergencies.
?
The period of loan processing is quick and
transparent.
?
The maximum amount of loan ceiling and tenure is
flexible.
?
There are reservations of some members regarding
payment of interest on loans for religious reasons;
such members use loans where no interest is
charged on lending.

?
A group of individuals who may or may not be member of
a CO agrees to meet for a defined period in order to save
and borrow together.
?
This type of group is locally called “Committee” and it
operates at the mohallah level.
?
Following are the main features of committee system:

Savings outside the COs – Committee System
Contribution

Each member contributes the same amount at each
meeting. Generally a member’s contribution is:
Female committees: Rs. 100-500 monthly per member
Male committees: Rs. 500-2,000 monthly per member

Distribution

One member takes the whole sum once in a month on
rotation

How distributed

Generally through a lottery

Record Keeping

Every transaction is seen by every other member during
the meetings.
Since no money has to be retained inside the group, no
records are kept.

Use of funds

Male members: Small business, trading and asset
Female members: Social dispensation and small income
generating scheme

Risk

The risk to members is time limited – generally one year.
The size of the loss is restricted to someone who take
funds early and not pay back.

Contribution of Savings in Development –
Record Keeping
• In almost half of the COs visited with weak mobilization,
savings records were not reconciled with the individual
savings passbook of the members. The financial records
were thus unreliable which could affect trust in the members.
• The CO bank balances were not reconciled with the bank
statements, as at many places no bank statements were
found
• The understanding and educational level of many of the
office bearers was very low as they were provided with
inadequate training
• The audit of savings records has not been conducted in
such COs
• in the other half of the COs visited, the COs were active and
the deficiencies mentioned above were not found.

Type of
Committees

Membership

Generally deals with financial matters. Few specific
purpose committees are also formed for dealing with
social services issues
Separate committees comprising of male or female
members are formed. Few committees of mixed members
are also found.

Contribution of Savings in Development –
Women Empowerment
• Majority of the matured WOs visited found them to be more
active than the male COs.
• They attend their meetings and save more regularly than
men.
• They feel proud of being a member in their own WCO.
• They are more confident in making their own decisions.
• The male members in their family give more respect and
consider their advice while making consensus decisions in
the household affairs.
• They feel more secure than before as they have their own
sources of income
• They save by reducing their household expenses and are
able to pay school fees and other social needs as they have
surplus income.

Contribution of Savings in Development –
Office Bearers
?
Office bearers are the most important mainstay of the
savings system.
?
Following are some of the major qualities identified by
the members:
• Honest and trustworthy
• Regular and responsible
• Accurate in record keeping
• Able to manage CO meetings
• Persons with leadership qualities and managerial skills
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Ideas to Pilot Test Savings Products
?
RSPN should form a committee comprising of staff from RSPN,
respective staff member of the RSPs and possibly a member of the
LSO where pilots are selected to be launch
?
The committee should consider the following aspects:
• Compose the Pilot Test Team
• Define the Objectives of the Pilot
• Document the Product Definitions and Procedures
• Develop the Testing Protocol
• Train the Relevant Staff
• Commence the Product Test
• Review the Product as per the Protocol

Ideas to Pilot Test Savings Products –
Matching Savings Scheme (MSS)
?
MSS is recommended for those women who are participating under
the CIF system and where CSS is not feasible or the number of
poorest is few and they cannot form a separate CO.
?
Ground rules for operation should be developed by RSP or LSO
staff and they should supervise the process.
?
Each participating member should prepare a micro investment plan
with RSP representative to identify the most useful productive asset
to purchase it later on.
?
The cost so determined to buy the asset should then be divided
equally between the beneficiary and the RSP, participating
members should contribute i.e. 50% and other 50% should be given
by RSP as a grant.
?
The asset should then be purchased in the presence of RSP
representative who should also verify purchase of the asset.

Impressions from the Field
AKRSP gave us awareness to
enhance our income at
household level so we can
educate our children…..

Ideas to Pilot Test Savings Products –
Committee Savings Scheme (CSS)
?
A committee comprising of 10-20 members should be formed in the CO
?
The committee should include one additional member who would
represent the respective RSP.
?
All members in the committee should contribute equally.
?
The number of members should depend on the contribution capacity of
each person.
?
Ground rules for CSS should be developed for selection and operation
of CSS. All members should be trained in its process and procedures.
?
Ideally members falling in same category of PSC should be grouped
together.
?
The selected RSP staff should supervise at-least two committees.
?
Before a committee is launched, every member should develop a Micro
Investment Plan (MIP) and identify productive asset that the member
needs to increase income.

Ideas to Pilot Test Savings Products –
Prizes Savings Scheme (PSS)
?
Annual prizes should be distributed to the highest saver.
?
The most useful productive asset should be given as a prize that
would be selected according to the area, need and local skill of
members.
?
Ground rules should be developed to ensure fairness and
transparency.
?
Date of prize distribution should be announced at beginning of the
year.
?
On an annual basis, RSP representative and Prize Committee
should review and check the savings balances of members, number
of meetings attended and regular savings made by each member.
?
Based on this determination prizes should be announced for first,
second and third positions.
?
Prizes should be awarded to individuals at the CO level.

Impressions from the Field
From small saving we invest
in our child education thus
we build an educated
nation.

Manager WO Awi, Shoghore - AKRSP
Members of WO Dolomuch II - AKRSP

In our CO, we implement a fine system
for different violations. Following
charges are recovered from the
members:
•Late attendance – Rs. 10
•Absentee member – Rs. 20
•Not depositing savings – Rs. 5

We should reduce a
cup of tea per day to
increase our savings.

•Breach of smoking ban – Rs. 5
CO Ittefaq Bhula - PRSP

President WO Alishba – PRSP
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Impressions from the Field
Internal lending through our
savings helped us to get rid
of money lenders
WO Shivani Suther Paro - TRDP

Impressions from the Field
We feel more powerful due to
savings that we have cash
in hand to respond to
opportunities either social
or economical.
President of WO Jharkal - NRSP

In our CO, we keep an
emergency loan fund of Rs.
10,000 with the Office bearers
for urgent cash needs of the
members, which is lent for two
weeks and then repaid. No
interest is charged for such
loans.
CO Nawanpind Ghona - PRSP

Accuracy in CO record
keeping helps in building
trust among members,
strengthen social collateral
while any difference in
savings record leads to
conflict and distrust
Manager CO Dhabliwala- PRSP

For More Information

Salim Jiwani
Head of Microfinance Practices
ShoreBank International Ltd.
House 262, Street 6, F-10/3
Islamabad, Pakistan
sjiwani@sbksbi.com
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Presentation on Community Savings - CO Dhabli Wala, Sialkot
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Presentation on Village Banking – Women VO Gharibwal, Jhelum

?
Village

Village: Gharibwal
Union Council: Sauwal
Tehsil P.D.Khan

?
Male Organizations
?
Female Organizations
?
Total Organizations

?
Union Council
?
Date of Formation
?
Total CO,s
?
General Body Members
?
Executive Body

?
Union Council
?
Population

Gharibwal
Sauwal
4,550

?
Total House Holds 531

02
19
21

Sauwal
06-12-2006
21
42
10

?
Savings of Male CO’s
?
Savings of Female CO’s
?
Total Saving Of CO ’s

49,559
826,595
876,154
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?
Easy access of credit at village level.
?
Easy access of loans for rural women.
?
Women Empowerment.
?
Loans disbursed to those women , who never availed the

credit from any financial institution.
?
Credit facility for farmer families.
?
Credit facility without any collatral.
?
Proved as a source of increase in Savings.
?
Source of creating assests.

Change

Previous

Current

?
Health Improvement

Decreasing Livestock Diseases

25 %

5%

?
Communication with other Departments

Increasing income of members through
loans

1500

3000

?
Positive thinking

Improvement in agriculture

20

40

?
Better Environment

Increase milk of livestock

?
Awareness of Women for their Rights

Increase income through Tailoring
Training

1500

2000

Increase income through Poultry farm’s
Training

1000

1500

?
Women Participation in Community Work
?
Confidence Building

Increase income through binding
Training

500

1000

?
Educational Improvement

Thanks

30%
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Presentation of LSO Danyore, Gilgit

Profile- LSO Danyore

PRESENTATION ON
VILLAGE AND WOMEN
ORGANIZATION DEVELOPMENT
COMPANY DANYORE

B. Savings.
VO savings : Rs. 10.56 million
WO Savings: Rs. 21.67 million
Total Savings (V/ WO’s) : Rs.32.23 million

A. General information
Name of Union Council: Danyore
Total Households : 26,00
Population:
25,000
Main Villages: Sultanabad, Danyore, ahmedabad
Name of LSO: Village and women organization Danyore
Date of Formation: 2007
No of VO’s:
19
• No of WO’s:
40
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

C : Utilization of Savings
VO Internal lending : 6.8 million

Membership of VO’s : 1276

WO internal Lending:12.76 million
TDR (saving certificate)

Membership of WO’s : 3102
V/WO’s Saving before LSO formation : 15.41 million
V/WO’s Saving After LSO Formation: Rs.32.23 million
• Saving per household: Rs. 8,276
• Saving per member: Rs. 6,986

•

D. Issues on savings
Recovery of Loan
Audit of All member organization
saving mechanism
Need assessment
Micro investment plan
Implementation of plan

Future Plans
VO bank establishment
Strengthening of V/WOs
Resource mobilization
Capacity building of V/WO in saving and loan
management
• Micro-enterprise development for women
•
•
•
•
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Community Savings – Women CO Golden, LSO Danyore, Gilgit
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Presentation on UCBPRP and CIF - SRSO
Government of Sindh
Sindh Rural Support Organization

.

Project
area

Monitoring and Evaluation Through PMU (SGRRP/UCNPRP)

GoS – SRSO partnership
UCBPRP

Moving out of poverty

Poverty Score Card Surveyed Feb 2009 & Verified Feb10

Poverty Score Card
• 0-11 [Extremely Poor]
• 12-18 [Chronically Poor]
• 19-23 [Transitory Poor]
• 24-100 [ Non-Poor]

Identification of
Beneficiaries

•Community Organization
• Village Organization

Social
Mobilization
Interventions /
Products
Impact
Assessment

No. HHs

Income Generating Grants (IGG)
• Community Investment Fund (CIF)
• Vocational Training [Male/Female]
• CO / VO Training
Community Physical Infrastructure (CPI)
- CC Block of Village & Brick
Pavements
- Drains & Latrines
- Drinking Water
• Primary & Early Childhood Education
• Low Cost Houses
• Village Improvement
• Micro Health Insurance

?
Quarterly Review by Steering Committee
• Mid Term Review by March, 2010.
1 1
• Final Review by March, 2011

Social Mobilization (Start Date April 2009)
• Organized

100% of the bottom 3 PSC Bands (PSC 0 to 23)

• Organized 70% of the overall House Holds in each
settlement / Village
Project
Target As Per
PC - 1

Achievement
As of June
2010

%

No. of COs
Formed

No. of VOs
Formed

Shikarpur

103,789

98,743

95

5,640

1,722

Kashmore

76,803

78,650

100

4,607

1,593

Total

180,592

177,393

98

10,247

3,315

District

Extremely Chronically Transitory
Poor
Poor
Poor
0 to 11
12 to 18
19 to 23

District

Shikarpur
%
No. HHs
Kashmore
%
No. HHs
Total
%

Non Poor
24 to 100

Total

23,036

22,748

23,334

76,935

146,053

16

16

16

53

100

16,606

20,889

16,874

65,380

119,749

14

17

14

55

100

39,642

43,637

40,208

142,315

265,802

15

16

15

54

100
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Community Investment Fund (CIF) Start Date April 2009

CIF/IGG Procedure

• VO provided with revolving fund managed and run by women
exclusively
• Small flexible loans to women only; for 75% organized extremely &
chronically poor house holds (PSC 0 to 18)

District

Achieveme
Project Target
nt As of
(HHs) As per
June 2010
PC – 1
(HHs)

%

Amount (Rs)

2
VO & SRSO
Verifies
physically
and cross
check with
PSC results
& Approve

Average
Amount (Rs)
Per HHs

Resolution
with Fund
Requisition
from VO to
SRSO

3
VO
disburses
funds to
Recipient

Resolution by
CO to VO

Shikarpur

24,664

19,534

79

175,882,900

9,004

HHs Level
MIP prepared
By CO

Kashmore

18,251

16,060

88

148,095,600

9,221

1

Total

42,915

35,594

83

323,978,500

9,102

Recipient
utilises
loan/grant as
per MIP

4

Moving out of poverty

Income Generating Grant (IGG) Start Date April 2009
• IGG is used as grant fund for income generation and
asset creation activities.
• Only for Women from extremely poor house holds
25% of organized HHs (PSC 0 to 11).
• One IGG for one house hold

District

Project Target Achievement
(HHs) As per As of June
PC - 1
2010 (HHs)

%

Amount (Rs)

Average
Amount (Rs)
Per HHs

Shikarpur

2,474

1,499

61

14,131,000

9,427

Kashmore

1,831

1,162

63

12,544,000

10,795

Total

4,305

2,661

62

26,675,000

10,024

In house tracer study for grant utilization
?
Tracer study conducted during the month of Jan, 2010
?
Sample size 50% of beneficiary house holds (456)
?
Study conducted after the 6 months disbursement of
grant
?
Data Collection Form Developed.
?
Form covers personal data of Beneficiary.
?
CO & VO, Amount utilization & Results.
?
Saving & Future Plan.

Amount Utilized

# of Beneficiary Amount
HHs
Received

Assets
Increase

Current Assets
Value

Buffaloes & Cows

112

1,164,800

145

1,945,900

Goats & Sheep
Shop, Cabin and Fruit
Cart & Beauty Parlor

304

2,907,500

567

17

154,000

5,625,300
Daily 130130-180
income

5

62,000

Agriculture

8

63,000

Sewing Machine

10

68,000

Donkey and Donkey
Carts

5

Daily 150150-200
income

10

94,700
Monthly 150015002500 income
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?
All these achievements in less than fifteen months are
due to social capital that SRSO has build and to the
full support of the Provincial Government and the
District Coordination Officers and the Departments.
?
As Mr. Shoaib Sultan Khan always tell us: it is only
by working with the Government that poverty can be
reduced across the country
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Presentation on Microfinance and Community Based Savings Schemes - AJKRSP
AJK Rural Support Program

Microfinance and Community
Based Saving Schemes
AJK RURAL SUPPORT PROGRAM
HEAD OFFICE, MUZAFFARABAD AJK

AJK Community Development Programme
Ten years back 147 nations agreed that, together, the citizens o f the
world must work to put an end to severe poverty by 2015. They drafted
eight important goals which, when achieved, will improve the lives of
the three billion people living in dire poverty. Through the Village
Banking, we can use the power of microfinance in the global
movement to end poverty.
The AJKRSP under IFAD funded Community Development Program
started its efforts in this direction in July 2007 by encouraging
communities to use their own savings for providing credit to other
needy community members.
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The Consolidation Level … Tier II

Date of Notification:

16 June 2007

Date of Registration:

29 October 2007

Registration Act:

Registered under Section 42 of the Companies
Ordinance,1984

Restructuring in:

July 2009

No of BOD Members: 11
Ex-officio members:

3 (ACS(D), Secretary Finance, Secretary
LG&RD, Go-AJK)

Endowment Fund:

Rs. 250 million

The Entry Level …. Tier I
A CO could access a reimbursable matching fund of a minimum of Rs.
40,000 and a maximum of Rs. 120,000. The CO would have to
accumulate minimum savings level of Rs. 20,000 up to maximum
savings of Rs. 60,000 and place them in a bank account. The saving is
matched in a ratio 1:2. The matching funds plus the savings would be
utilized to establish a “Community Credit Pool” (CCP) for credit
provision to individual members of the CO.
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Exit and Linkages … Tier III

COs could graduate to Tier 2 once they show their maturity throu gh the
accumulation of a higher savings portfolio than their Credit Rev olving
Fund (CRF). The graduates from Tier 1 would need to have a
combined savings and credit portfolio amounting to a minimum of Rs.
120,000. The CO would surrender a certain amount of its savings to the
cluster which to be utilized as collateral. The amount ceded cou ld be
taken from the CO ’s reserve account and would be agreed upon by the
members of the cluster who comprise members of the individual CO s.
The cluster would utilize the combined savings and credit portfo lios of
the member COs as the basis for accessing matching fund from the
programme up to a maximum of Rs. 240,000 per member CO on 1:1
basis.

AJKRSP and Bank of Azad Jammu & Kashmir ( BoAJK) have already
agreed to develop a long term partnership for the overall goal o
f
providing financial services to the un
-served population of AJK
through the platform of Community Organizations (COs), Village
Organizations (VOs) and Local Support Organizations ( LSOs) fostered
by AJKRSP and its partners. The long term objective of the partn ership
is to link the community institutions with BoAJK so that they access
financial services directly from the bank while the short term o bjective
is to develop some processes to achieve the long term objective.
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Process Flow for Provision of Matching Fund

Process Flow for Retail Credit

.

Start

Approval
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matching
fund

Resolution
from CO to
open a CCP
account

Introduction
of programme
by AJKRSP
staff

.
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matching fund

Formation
of CO’s
credit
committee

End

Disbursement in a
regular CO meeting

Credit
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Case
completion and
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other
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through a CO
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Start
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due dates

CO Type
Men
Women
Mix
Men
Women
Mix
Men
Women
Mix
Sub Total
Men
Women
Mix
Grand Total

No of COs got
Matching
Fund
40
2
2
15
29
1
105
70
104
160
101
107
368

BMST for
SME Clients

Pictures

Progress as of July 2010
.

Completion of
credit case
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Disbursement
Men

Loanees
Women

291
10
224
1,254
531

10
2
89
6
3
877
455

1,769
541
2,310

3
976
463
1,442

Amount
Men
Women
5,927,000
238,000
225,000
55,000
5,285,000
1,769,000
169,000
26,440,500
90,000
16,835,800
10,798,000
9,471,000
37,652,500
11,023,000
48,675,500

90,000
18,842,800
9,695,000
28,627,800
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Case Study
CO (W) Mohalla Qazian

ToP between
CO, loanee &
AJKRSP

Steps for a
single credit
case disbursed
by CO

E
n
d
Credit
disbursement
in a regular CO
meeting

ToP between
CO and
AJKRSP

Verification of
SA & technical
assessment by
the SO

Social
assessment of
the client by
CO
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Approval of
credit case by
the CO credit
committee

RSPs Mission Statement
The RSPs aim to reduce poverty and improve the quality of life of the rural poor by
harnessing the potential of people to manage their own development, through their
own institutions.

RSPN Mission Statement
A prosperous Pakistan where people - especially the poor
and women - are provided with equal livelihood opportunities and
are not socially and economically excluded.

RSPN
Rural Support Programmes Network (RSPN)
Address: House No. 7, Street 49, F-6/4, Islamabad, Pakistan
Tel: +92-51-2822476, 2821736
Fax: +92-51-2829115
Web: www.rspn.org

